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Sorry to reappear so soon although this is not a Newsletter in the strictest 
sense. I have just realised that there has been no announcement on the 
Awards front owing to the Covid induced cancellation of the Annual Dinner. On 
giving the matter due consideration it initially seemed to me that the prime 
candidate for both Awards was Ed Dodson for his outstanding and lengthy 
paper boy duties for the Fuhrer during the initial Lockdown. However, I sadly 
feel that this would smack of favouritism so he has to do with my sincere 
thanks instead. 
 
The Poppy Trophy is awarded for outstanding achievement and for which I 
believe there are two candidates, namely Ed Pearson and Mel Ragnauth. 
Whilst Ed’s hundred against Swaffham Bulbeck was an utterly destructive force 
of nature it has to be acknowledged that the opposition was not of the highest 
calibre. Therefore, the trophy is awarded to Mel Ragnauth for his match 
winning century against Nomads in Saharan heat at Fenners. I believe that one 
of the two previous recipients, comprising Jamie Rutt and Gerald Cotemen, 
retains possession of the trophy and I should be grateful if whomsoever has it 
would hand it over to Mel shortly. 
 
The Endeavour Trophy is awarded for what it says on the tin, endeavour either 
on or off the field of play. Again, I feel that there are two possible recipients 
and, on this occasion, they are Rob Gill and David Pimblett. The former was the 
only member to play in every match last season whereas the latter either 
played or umpired on every occasion. On balance I feel that David’s on pitch 
durability was the longer and so, by the narrowest of margins, the trophy is 
awarded to David Pimblett. Once more the trophy is in the hands of one the 
two most recent recipients, these being George Dean and John Burnett. So 
whichever of you it is please hand it to David in the near future. 
 
Finally, I am reminded about the Golf Trophy which was won this year by Geoff 
Miller. At the time the trophy had not left the hands of the previous winner, 
guest Alister Reed, and his friend Rory promised to retrieve it. If not yet 
retrieved Rory please do so as soon as possible and get it to Geoff. 
 



Please do ensure that all of the above-mentioned handovers are socially 
distanced! Thanking you all kindly and please note that I will now go away until 
next year, I promise. Although next year is of-course only 10 days away! 
 
         Phil 
 
         21st December, 2020 
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